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ABSTRACT
We define secure communication to require message integrity,
confidentiality, authentication and non-repudiation. This
high-level definition forms the basis for many widely accepted definitions of secure communication. In order to
understand how security constrains the design of our secure connectors, we have created new logical formulas that
define these security properties. Our novel definitions use
first-order epistemic and modal logics to precisely describe
the constituent properties of secure communications. Our
definitions should be applicable to describe security in the
general case. We subsequently codified our logical formulas
into the Alloy language and executed them using the Alloy
Analyzer to validate that our models are correct. This paper presents the definition of our security model, our Alloy
implementation, and the results of our validation efforts.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Non-functional requirements have a profound impact on software architecture and accommodating them often requires
significant changes to the functional architecture. One critical example is security. In particular, we are interested
in how the functional architecture is affected when security
needs to be included at the architecture design stage.
The Perry/Wolf model of architecture defines an architecture of a system as elements, form, and rationale [16]. The
elements are computational components and connectors between those components. We are interested primarily in
the notion of secure communication, that is, how components communicate with each other securely. In this paper,
we do not concern ourselves with intra-component, physical definitions of security, or denial of service attacks. The
primary insight is that standard connectors between components can be replaced with a Secure Connector, which
adds security properties, policies, and protocols to the standard connector’s operational behavior. The idea is accepted
in the WS-Security standard [15], which transparently adds
security properties to Service Oriented Architecture [14] ap-

plications.
Unfortunately, a precise definition of security requirements
at the architecture level has not been generally available.
Security is largely understood in terms of specific kinds of
vulnerabilities. While designing an architecture for security,
it became obvious that we did not have a detailed enough definition of security to be able to perform rigorous analysis of
our design. To enable the kind of analysis that would allow
us to understand the security properties of our architectural
design, we had to create a general definition of security, and
relate that definition to our architectural elements.
We define secure communication as requiring message integrity, confidentiality, authentication and non-repudiation.
This high-level definition forms the basis for many widely
accepted definitions of secure communication. In order to
understand how security constrains the design of our secure connectors, we have created new logical formulas that
define these security properties. Our novel definitions use
first-order epistemic and modal logics to precisely describe
the constituent properties of secure communications. Our
definitions should be applicable to describe security in the
general case. We subsequently codified our logical formulas
into the Alloy language and executed them using the Alloy
Analyzer to validate that our models are correct. This paper presents the definition of our security model, our Alloy
implementation, and the results of our validation efforts.
Section 2 describes the epistemic logic we used to define
security as well as the system model and communication assumptions we used. Section 3 presents our working security
model. Section 4 gives an overview of the design of our Alloy models, as well as the results of our Alloy analysis and
some discussion of the consequences of our design. Section 5
discusses the application of Alloy to other security concerns
and other approaches to automated validation of security.
Section 6 discusses our plans to extend this work.

2.

LOGICS OF SECURITY

We considered several logical systems in order to precisely
define our security model. We describe the semantics of
these systems in this section, as well as a description of the
system models.

2.1

BAN Logic

BAN logic is an epistemic logic used to describe beliefs in
the context of secure authentication protocols [4]. In conven-

• Axioms

tional descriptions of communication protocols, the source,
destination and contents of each message are symbolically
listed. In BAN logic, these descriptions are replaced by
logical formulas which represent an idealized version of the
original message. This idealized version is then annotated
with assertions, which describe the beliefs of the principals
(sender, receiver and other principles trusted by them) at
each step of the protocol. The protocol can then be analyzed using a set of inference rules.

– A1. All tautologies of propositional calculus
– A2. (Ki ϕ ∧ Ki (ϕ ⇒ ψ)) ⇒ Ki ψ) (Distribution
Axiom)
– A3. Ki ϕ ⇒ ϕ (Knowledge Axiom)
– A4. Ki ϕ ⇒ Ki Ki ϕ (Positive Introspection Axiom)
– A5. ¬Ki ϕ ⇒ Ki ¬Ki ϕ (Negative Introspection
Axiom)

BAN has shortcomings which made it incomplete for use
with our approach to defining security. The most significant is that BAN logic was designed primarily for reasoning only about authentication protocols. Specifically,
BAN proofs assume confidentiality and integrity are assured
through the use of an effective cryptographic system, which
guarantees that encrypted message contents are secret and
that encrypted messages can not be modified without decrypting. BAN requires the assumption that the cryptosystem is not breakable, and that a public key infrastructure
with a trusted certification authority exists. Moreover, BAN
does not provide a general set of invariants or constraints to
define a secure protocol.

• Inference Rules
– R1. From ϕ and ϕ ⇒ ψ infer ψ (Modus ponens)
– R2. From ϕ infer Ki ϕ (Knowledge Generalization)
• Corollaries
– A6. ¬Ki f alse – from A1, A3, and R1
– A7. ϕ ⇒ Ki ¬Ki ¬ϕ – from A3 and A5
Figure 1: The Logical System S5

BAN is also not directly suitable for non-repudiation protocols, although some limited success has been reported recently among researchers in using BAN and BAN-like logics
for proofs of non-repudiation [2, 3].
Another shortcoming is that BAN, as originally described,
and as commonly used, does not have precise semantics for
its operations. The semantics are descriptive rather than
definitive, and as such, not entirely appropriate for use with
automated reasoners without providing more precise semantics. Several attempts to more precisely define BAN semantics have been reported [1], though most of them have been
subsumed by extensions to BAN which added additional expressiveness to the core logic [9].

2.2

Knowledge Logic S5

In order to make up for the shortcomings of BAN in describing general concepts of knowledge and messaging, we
decided to use a more general knowledge logic for representing our general security model. Specifically, we opted to use
S5 [8], which is a sound and complete logic for describing
knowledge. S5 has been previously used to describe distributed system problems [17, 10], and is easily extendible with
temporal operators and suitable for use with automated reasoning systems [18].
The basic operator in S5 is K, which is used in the predicate
KP (φ) (P knows some fact φ). The semantics of K derive
from the possible worlds model which refers to the set of
possible worlds (models) that may be true given what a
process knows. In other words, if φ is true in all the possible
worlds P considers valid, KP (φ) holds.
The set of axioms and inference rules that define S5 are
presented in Figure 1. We chose to use the full expressive
power of S5 in constructing our security definitions because
it is sound and complete over the class of models we wanted
to consider for our security model.

2.3

Communication Model

We extended S5 to include a model of process communication similar to the one used by Chandy and Misra [5].
In this model, processes learn new facts by communicating.
We allow two new formulas RcvdP (φ) and SentP (φ) to describe the fact that at some time in the past, a process P
received a message containing φ, or sent a message containing φ, respectively. In addition, we allow that processes can
automatically know facts that are local to themselves, so for
instance, RcvdP (φ) ⇒ KP (RcvdP (φ)) is an inference rule
in our system.
We make the following assumptions about our communication model. We view the system as made up of some
finite number of processes or components. We assume reliable broadcast messaging semantics, so that if a message
is sent on a channel, all listening processes will eventually receive the message. Any processes can hear any message sent by any other process, but we do not consider
∀P : SentQ φ ⇒ RcvdP φ to be interesting in the general
case. We are usually only interested in the receiving process
if the receiving process is the intended receiver or some malicious process attempting to break the security. We believe
that these semantics accurately represent an operating environment that must be secured against attack.

3.

SECURITY DEFINITIONS

We define security to mean the joint characteristics of confidentiality, integrity, authenticity, and non-repudiation. If
a system can enforce these four properties at all times, then
we say that a system is secure.

3.1

Confidentiality

Confidentiality is the concept that messages can only be
read by their intended readers. No other readers may read
the message. By the nature of our communication model,
we allow that these other readers may see the message, but

they may not read, or come to know, the contents of that
message. For a cryptography-based system, this means that
the non-intended readers (those readers who do not possess
the decryption key), cannot deduce any or all of the plaintext
message from the cryptotext.
We did not want to restrict our generalized model of security
to cryptography-based systems, so we created the abstract
notion of a security policy. To express a secured message
M using policy i, we use the notation [M ]i . For a security
policy i, there are a set of processes which have the capability to compose or write messages using this policy. That is,
given M , these processes can produce a valid [M ]i . We say
that these processes have write permission for policy i. We
use the notation KP ([]i ) to mean that process P possesses
(or knows) write permission on policy i.
There are also processes which have the capability to read
messages using this policy. That is, given [M ]i , they can
produce the original M . We say that these processes have
read permission for policy i. We use the notation KP ([]−1
i )
to mean that process P possesses (or knows) read permission
on policy i.
Returning to our definition of confidentiality, we wished to
express that a given process which does not have read permission on i cannot add the contents of [M ]i to its knowledge after receiving a message containing [M ]i . In order
to express this, we were forced to use temporal operators •
and ◦. • modifies the following formula to mean that the
formula held in the prior state, that is before some action
takes place. ◦ modifies the following formula to mean that
the formula holds in the next state, that is after some action
takes place.
To express confidentiality, we use the formula:
Confidentiality:
◦¬KP (M )

RcvdP ([M ]i )∧•¬KP (M )∧¬KP ([]−1
i ) ⇒

This formula expresses the notion that process P received
a message containing a protected message M , it did not
previously know M , nor does it have read permission for
the policy which secured M . As a result, P cannot learn M
from the message.

3.2

Integrity

Integrity captures the notion that a message, once protected,
is considered an atomic unit and cannot be modified in whole
or in part by a process. To change a message in practice requires that a secured message must be read to access its
protected contents, the contents changed while they are unprotected, and then re-secured using the same policy so that
it appears that which message is original and which is modified message cannot be determined. In practice, integrity
means that attempts to change the message without write
permission destroy the integrity of the protected message, so
that after reading the contents, the modification can be determined. We have added a predicate, isV alid([M ]i ), which
is true exactly when the contents of [M ]i can be read (the
message unsecured and M extracted) and those contents are
meaningful and correct.

To express integrity, we use the formula:
Integrity:
SentP ([M ]i )

3.3

isV alid([M ]i ) ⇒ (∃P ∈ P : KP ([]i )) ∧

Authenticity

Authentication is the process of identifying who said what,
or specifically, which process sent a particular message. In
order to accomplish this, several practical mechanisms are
used in the real world. One is the notion of a shared secret,
such as a personal identification number (PIN) for a bank
machine. The bank compares the account number (public
information) against the entered PIN (secret information)
and decides that if the PIN corresponds to the account number, then the user is an authorized account holder. In public/private key encryption systems, the private key is a secret
owned by the sender, and any public-key holder which reads
a valid message can know who the sender was.
Our approach uses a similar technique to the public/private
key encryption method, though we do not specify encryption as a security policy. Instead we use the notion of write
permission to identify the sender. In our model, a set of
processes may possess write permissions, so our definition
only narrows the identification of the sender to a member of
that set. In the case where a policy has exactly one process
with write permission, our definition gives us exact authentication.
To express authenticity, we use the formula:
Authenticity: RcvdR ([M ]i )∧isV alid([M ]i ) ⇒ KR (∃S ∈
P : KS ([]i ) ∧ SentS ([M ]i ))

3.4

Non-repudiation

Non-repudiation refers to the inability of a process to deny
sending a message it has received or to deny receiving a message it has received. Non-repudiation is difficult to express
in both BAN and S5 because knowledge about messages that
have been sent and received are local to the sender and the
receiver respectively. To express non-repudiation, we had to
include the notion of a process knowing about the sending
or receiving, even though for true non-repudiation, another
process does not necessarily know about the sending or the
receiving. Our model works because we do not disallow the
case that the process that knows about the sending or receiving process is the sender or receiver.
To express non-repudiation on the sending of a message, we
use the formula:
Non-repudiation Sending:

KP (RcvdR (M )) ⇒ RcvdR (M )

To express non-repudiation on the receiving of a message,
we use the formula:
Non-repudiation Receiving:

3.5

KP (SentS (M )) ⇒ SentS (M )

Other Definitions

In addition to these formulas, which define the four characteristics of security, we needed to add some additional

formulas to make our system useful. The most important of
these formulas we call applicability, and expresses the idea
that a process with read permission can access the contents
of a protected message. Without this formula, no secured
message could ever be read, which would be a perfectly create a secure system but a practically useless one.

self-consistent and mutually compatible. Second, we run
the obstacles by themselves to ensure that they are selfconsistent and instantiatable in a system without security.
Finally, we run each security definition against the obstacle that violates it to ensure that such a system would be
inconsistent.

Applicability of a security policy is expressed by the formula:

4.2

Applicability:
KR (M )

isV

alid([M ]i )∧RcvdR ([M ]i )∧KR ([]−1
i )

⇒

The other property we require is blind propagation, which
expresses the idea that a process may forward or replay a
message it does not have write permission for. Moreover,
the formula expresses that the message was originally sent
by some process which did have write permission. Combined
with integrity and the rules for how knowledge is transmitted
via messages our system is able to express messages that are
echoed, replayed, delayed, re-transmitted, and so on.
Blind propagation of messages is expressed by the formula:
Blind Propagation:
SentS ([M ]i ) ∧ ¬KS ([]i ) ⇒ ∃P ∈
P : KP ([]i ) ∧ SentP ([M ]i )
Similarly, we can also express the idea that the propagating
process initially received the message with the formula:
Forwarding:

4.

SentS ([M ]i ) ∧ ¬KS ([]i ) ⇒ RcvdS ([M ]i )

ALLOY MODELS

To validate that our definitions of security were consistent
and compatible with each other, we created an Alloy model
for security. This section presents basic information about
Alloy, the architecture of our Alloy security model, the rules
of this model, the translation of the security definitions into
Alloy, the obstacles to each of these security definitions, and
our results.

4.1

Alloy Basics

The Alloy Analyzer [11] is a constraint solver for analyzing
(verifying and validating) models written in Alloy. It supports two kinds of automatic analysis: simulation, in which
the consistency of an invariant or operation is demonstrated
by generating a state or transition; and checking, in which a
consequence of the specification is tested by attempting to
generate a counterexample. The analyzer achieves this by
exhaustive search for conforming instances within a space
bounded by user-defined limits on the cardinality of entity
sets. As a result, the analyzer is sound and complete in the
defined scope. The search is accomplished by the construction of a complete Boolean formula for the model space, converted to Conjunctive Normal Form (CNF), which is passed
to an off-the-shelf SAT solver to find an assignment of values
to the Boolean variables which satisfies the CNF.
We use Alloy by first defining a set of rules to lay the foundation of how messages and knowledge behave in our system.
We then create predicates that model our security definitions and the obstacles which violate these security definitions. We test our model in a three step process. First, we
run the security definitions together to ensure that they are

Alloy Security Model

An Alloy model consists of signature declarations that introduce basic sets and relations. Our Alloy model has three
main signatures: Process, Formula, and Policy.
Processes are the agents in the system.
sig Process { knows: set Formula -> Time }

Formulas are the data; this sig is further extended by generic
messages, protected messages, and information about the
state of the system (such as which processes sent which messages, which processes have write access to which messages,
etc.).
sig Formula { known_by: set Process->Time }

Policies define which processes have read and/or write access
to protected messages.
sig Policy { hasRead, hasWrite: set Process }

Our initial model treated the notion of time as simply preand post-states of a learning action. Each process knows a
set of formulas and learns a set of formulas. We chose this
method because of its ease of implementation and performance efficiency. However, while this method was adequate
for very abstract reasoning about security, it could not be
used to reason about the steps in a protocol. Because it
could only look at a single action and not a sequence of actions, we believe it is necessary to create a second version.
Our second version associates a time with the formulas that
a process knows. Learning is shown by a process not knowing a formula at time tn but knowing the formula at tn+1 .
This second version was more difficult to implement and is
slower than the first for the same scope since there is more
to be analyzed, but it is able to analyze sequences of events.
The code for this second version can be seen in [7].

4.3

Rules

In Alloy, a fact introduces a constraint that must be satisfied
by any instance of the model, i.e., any satisfying assignment
of values to sets and relations. We use facts to constrain
our model with basic rules that must hold at all times. For
example, we have:
fact KnowledgeRule3 {
all t: Time - T0/last() | all p: Process | all m: Protected_Msg |
let t’ = T0/next(t) | ( m->t in p.knows && HasReadAccess(p,m) )
=>
m.contents->t’ in p.knows }

Figure 2: Eavesdropping

Figure 3: Corruption

KnowledgeRule3 states that if a process knows a protected
message and has read access, it will know its contents in the
next time step. This implements learning from a protected
message and is essentially Applicability from Section 3.5.
Note that this does not preclude the ability of a malicious
process to learn the contents anyway by eavesdropping; it
merely provides legitimate processes with a direct path for
learning.

4.4

Security Definitions

In Alloy, a predicate is a parameterized formula that can be
invoked elsewhere. We translated our security definitions
into Alloy predicates since we wished to try invoking different combinations of security properties.
Confidentiality If a process knows a protected message at
tn , does not know its contents, its contents were never sent
in the clear, and the process does not have read access to
the protected message; then the process will not know the
contents of the protected message at tn+1 .
pred Confidentiality() {
all t: Time - T0/last() | all a: Process | all m:Protected_Msg |
let t’ = T0/next(t) | ( (m->t in a.knows) &&
(m.contents->t not in a.knows) &&
(IsSecret(m.contents)) &&
(!HasReadAccess(a, m)) )
=>
(m.contents->t’ not in a.knows) }

one record: Sent | one c: CanWrite |
( IsValid(m) && (m->t in r.knows) )
=>
(c.writer = m.lastWriter) && (c.msg = m) && (c->t in r.knows) &&
(record.sender = c.writer) && (record.msg = m) &&
(record->t in r.knows) }

NonRepudiationReceiverSide If some process knows that a
particular process received a particular message, then that
particular process must know that particular message.
pred NonRepudiationReceiverSide() {
all t: Time | all m: Msg | all p,q: Process | all record: Recvd |
( (record.recvr = q) && (record.msg=m) && (record->t in p.knows) )
=>
(m->t in q.knows) }

NonRepudiationSenderSide If some process knows that a
particular process sent a particular message, then that particular process must be the source of that particular message.
pred NonRepudiationSenderSide() {
all t: Time | all m: Msg | all p,q: Process | all record: Sent |
(record.sender = q) && (record.msg = m) && (record->t in p.knows)
=>
( m.lastWriter = q ) }

4.5
Integrity If a protected message is valid, then there is some
process which has write access to that protected message
and is the source of that protected message.
pred Integrity() {
all m:Protected_Msg | some p: Process |
IsValid(m) => ( HasWriteAccess(p,m) && m.lastWriter = p ) }

Authenticity If a protected message is valid and a process
knows this protected message, then this process knows that
there is some process which had write access to this protected message and is the source of this protected message.
pred Authenticity() {
all t: Time | all m:Protected\_Msg | all r: Process |

Figure 4: Spoofing

Obstacles to Security

To test our definitions for their effectiveness against vulnerabilities, we created the following obstacles:
Eavesdropping Some process is able to learn the contents
of a protected message even though this process did not
have read access to the protected message, did not know
the content beforehand, and the contents of this message
were never sent in any other message (protected or not).
This obstacle violates Confidentiality. Figure 2 shows the
relevant portions of the instance that Alloy generated for
this obstacle.
Corruption Some process which does not have write access
to a protected message is the source of that protected message. This obstacle violates Integrity. Figure 3 shows the
relevant portions of the instance that Alloy generated for
this obstacle.

Figure 5: DeniableReception
Spoofing There is some process which knows that a particular process sent a particular protected message; however, that particular process is not the source of that protected message. This obstacle violates Authenticity. Figure 4 shows the relevant portions of the instance that Alloy
generated for this obstacle.
DeniableReception Process P knows that Process Q received
a particular message; however, Q does not know this message. This obstacle violates NonRepudiationReceiverSide.
Figure 5 shows the relevant portions of the instance that
Alloy generated for this obstacle.
DeniableSending Process P knows that Process Q sent a particular message; however Q is not the source of that message.
This obstacle violates NonRepudiationSenderSide. Figure 6
shows the relevant portions of the instance that Alloy generated for this obstacle.

4.6

Results

We were able to generate several instances where all of the
security predicates held. This indicates that our definitions
are internally consistent and compatible with one another.
For all of the obstacles, Alloy was able to generate an instance if security did not hold; however, as we expected,
Alloy was unable to generate any instances where both the
obstacle, and the corresponding security predicate it violated, held. We used a scope of five to give us greater confidence that our security definitions guarded against these
obstacles correctly.
The Alloy model also exposed the need to be explicit about
the underlying assumptions in our security model. For example, in an earlier iteration of our Eavesdropping obstacle,
we did not specify that the contents of the protected message
had to be unique. Thus, it would be possible for a process
to send the contents of a protected message in another message. Alloy was able to generate an instance where both this

Figure 6: DeniableSending
version of Eavesdropping when a message is sent in the clear
and Confidentiality both held. The process which did not
have read access to the protected message was still able to
learn its contents, even when Confidentiality held, because
that process was able to learn it from an unprotected message. Figure 7 shows the relevant portions of the instance
that Alloy generated for this case.
The Alloy model that we created was a good representation
of our security definitions, but there were some differences.
We did not model the knowledge relationship of knowing
that one knows that one knows that one knows, etc. since
that would eat up the scope and not be particularly interesting. However, as a consequence, we were not able to have as
much granularity in some instances. For example, there is
a subtle, but real difference between our security definitions
and our Alloy model with regard to the above example of
eavesdropping when a message is sent in the clear. In our
security definitions, while the end result is still that an eavesdropper without read access has learned the contents of the
protected message, the eavesdropper will not know that he
knows the contents of the protected message since he will
have no means of equating the contents of the unprotected
message with those of the protected message. Another difference is our usage of “knows” and “learns” to deal with the
issue of temporality in Alloy by only considering the system
before (the formulas that a process already “knows”) and
after (the formulas that a process “learns”) a learning operation; in our security definitions, there is only “knows” and
the system is considered as a sequence of messages.
¿From our experience with Alloy in this project, we have
learned that using constraints to ensure that models are nontrivial can result in the need to use larger scopes. In order to
prevent Alloy from generating models where there were only
processes or where processes had no relations with formulas
(no knowledge, no learning), we created a “KeepInteresting”
fact to constrain Alloy to generate only nontrivial models.
We discovered that for one of our earlier checks against con-

Figure 7: Confidentiality is not guaranteed if the contents of a protected message are also sent in the
clear. Although Confidentiality is being enforced in this system and Policy4 only allows Process1 to read
Protected Msg0, Process0 is still able to learn the contents of Protected Msg0 since the same contents were
sent in Msg0 which was an unprotected message sent in the clear.
fidentiality where we expected a counterexample, Alloy was
unable to find a counterexample until the scope was enlarged
to six; however, if we enlarged the scope to seven, the model
would become so large that Alloy would freeze on our system. We also discovered that we spent a signficant portion
of our time re-testing checks after making changes to part
of our Alloy model to ensure that the change did not accidentally introduce new errors; we believe that this process
could be greatly streamlined if Alloy had the ability to let
users execute runs in batches.

Alloy to reason about an authentication protocol [21].

5.

6.

RELATED WORK

Our work is a novel contribution to using Alloy in the context of security. Earlier attempts at automated reasoning of
security focused on analyzing a specific property in a specific protocol, but here we have focused on creating general
definitions of security properties that can be applied to different protocols. Each of the steps of a protocol can be
checked for violations against any of our definitions. Analyzing and comparing multiple protocols this way will be
easier and more likely to yield consistent results than if the
security properties had to be redefined for each individual
protocol. We believe that a reusable set of security definitions will benefit the Alloy community in the same way that
reusable software components benefit software engineering
in general.
There have been several approaches to using model checkers
and other automated tools for proving properties of protocols. BAN logic proofs are not straightforward to implement, as they require additional work to define precise
semantics and prepare the protocol for the proof technique.
However, model checking has been applied to protocol analysis [12, 13]. Other approaches to automated reasoning for
BAN proofs require making assumptions or changes to the
core semantics of the epistemic schema used by BAN. One
project, implemented at MIT used knowledge flow logic and

More recent research into security logics have extended the
basic framework in BAN with more precise semantics and
support for non-repudiation [9, 20]. These logics may be
more conducive to automated checking than BAN. Some
work has been done using theorem provers to work with
cryptographic protocols for authentication [19]. There is
promise that a model checking approach might yield good
results.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

We originally intended to use our Alloy model to analyze the
security of various network protocols. However, our initial
model could only reason about the pre- and post-states of
an action. This abstracted away the individual steps of protocols which are their most interesting parts (and the parts
most likely to contain vulnerabilities). The current version
of the model presented here has the ability to look at individual time steps with the current version of our Alloy model
for security. We plan to create Alloy models of network protocols and then test these with our security predicates.
One approach was to convert our model into BAN logic.
We originally designed our S5 model to resemble concepts
in BAN- such as the generalization of a cryptosystem into a
general protection policy-but we encountered semantic disconnect when we attempted the translation of our security
model into operational constraints in BAN. They are both
epistemic logics, but the difference in their semantics (and
possibly the vagueness of BAN) prevented a straight forward
translation.
The most important difference is with respect to the difference between knowledge and logic. In S5’s possible worlds
model, KP (φ) exactly means that based on the axioms and
inference rules of the system, P has enough knowledge about

the current world to determine that in all possible worlds P
considers true, φ must be true in all of them. Therefore,
P knows φ is true. However, in BAN, K |≡ φ (K believes
φ) means that K may behave as if φ is true. This means
that the belief operator, |≡, is weaker than K, though we
wonder how secure a system would be if processes believe
things that might not necessarily be true.
With respect to our action predicates, Sent and Rcvd, we
find that they are generally similar to BAN’s |∼ (said message) and ¢ (sees message) operators with one significant
difference. In BAN, if a message is composed of multiple
parts, then a process may both say a message and say each
of its parts. Similarly, if a message is encrypted using some
key, then a process may say an encrypted message and its
contents. The same is true for the sees operator. In our S5
model, Sent and Rcvd correspond exactly to the messages as
sent or as received, not their constituent elements. We think
this makes Sent and Rcvd weaker than |∼ and ¢, though we
cannot find any reason to think that the distinction matters
during the conversion from S5 to BAN.
Our notion of policy is intentionally similar to the representation for an encrypted message in BAN. The expression
[M ]i corresponds exactly to {M }K when the policy is defined as “encrypt messages using key K”. In this way, each
distinct key corresponds to a distinct policy in our security
model. The set of processes with write permission in our
security model is exactly the set of processes in BAN who
own a private key. The set of processes with read permission
is exactly the set of processes who have the corresponding
public key. For a shared key system, the set of processes
with read permission and the set of processes with write
permission for a given policy is necessarily identical.
The idea of using S5 to express the generalized security
model is based on a tool called Sage which was designed
to reason about distributed consensus protocols [18]. Sage
applied the knowledge logic S5, plus a general-purpose temporal logic [6] to create a specification of a specific distributed coordination problem. The distributed system model
uses a local history buffer as well as vector clocks to store
what each process does and knows locally at any given moment during the execution of the protocol. Various actions
of the system are defined, such that if a given action occurs
on a process, then knowledge of that action having occurred
is added to that process’s local history buffer. Knowledge is
distributed through the system using asynchronous message
passing.
Sage’s reasoning engine is a backward-chaining resolution
style theorem prover. Starting with the end of the protocol, i.e., successful termination, Sage applied the inference
rules to generate the logical precedents for each true fact in
the system. If a predicate corresponding to a local action is
needed, then the system assumes the action occurred, and
places the action in the appropriate process’s local history
buffer. Execution continues until the system either generates an incorrect state (that is, the protocol could not have
terminated successfully given the execution conditions) or
reaches the initial state. If the initial state is reached, then
the protocol terminated successfully, and the set of local history buffers corresponds to a successful run of the protocol.

The run may be modified through the user interface to determine how alternate runs or exceptional conditions could
affect the outcome of the protocol.
Using a backward-chaining theorem-prover approach approach,
in contrast to the forward generative approach we used with
Alloy, should be interesting. In our Alloy approach, we constantly had to evaluate whether new facts were interesting or
trivial, but in the backward-chaining approach, only interesting facts are generated. Trivial or inconsequential facts,
while no less true, are not generated by this approach.
We attempted to migrate our security model into the Sage
engine, but even though our security model was implemented
in a similar logic to the one used by Sage, we had difficulty
getting the system to recognize the inference rules we needed
to support our model. We still think that there is some
merit in using a theorem-prover approach, perhaps with a
more recent and extensible theorem proving engine.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

This work presents a reusable definition of general security
using a logic with precise semantics and an extensible Alloy
model that implements it. The definition and Alloy model
are intended to be reused in more complex analyses. We
evolved our model from an original design that used simple pre- and post- condition analysis to one that used time
steps to record partial orderings. This change, while increasing the complexity of the analysis execution, provides
more opportunities for advanced analysis of runtime behavior. Our hope is that our logical formulations may enable
more work with automated verification and validation tools,
not just limited to Alloy, but also to automated theorem
provers and model checkers. Our results in Alloy show that
this is at least conceptually possible.
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